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Question: What Happened?

• Douglass C. North: The Structure of the
global Economy must have been altered if we
see such a major shift in performance
• This lecture is dedicated to the memory of
Professor Douglass C. North who passed
away in the winter of 2015: A True
Intellectual, A gentleman and a close friend
with whom I worked for almost twenty years.

Question: Has the Performance of the Economy
Changed that Much?



• Well, depends who you ask
• The stock markets seem to continue function fairly well
• But at some basic level we are failing to recover from the
2007-2008 great recession (I recommend the work of Steve
Fazzari of Washington University in St. Louis on this topic)
• The Reason why we fail to see this is that we have gotten
very good at hiding things.
• So good in fact that we often forget where we put them
• In this case, we forgot where we put the middle class lately
but we cannot find it anymore

The problem: The Rich Getting Richer?
It is hiding behind the rich who are getting richer
and richer and hiding it from sight
 Thomas Piketty (2014) says growing inequality is
a result of the rich getting richer and richer.

The problem: Where did we ever put the
middle class that we cannot find it anymore?
If the rich are getting richer and the poor are not
getting poorer, where exactly is the problem?
The Problem is that the Middle Class is getting a
whole lot poorer!!!
But why?
And How?
And why should we care?

How have we lost the
middle class of sight?

 In my childhood we loved bird observatories
 The fun of watching birds is in telling features of the feather
patterns to identify the bird you just saw.
 The middle class is one of those ill defined birds
 If you define it in terms of the middle income deciles, we keep
seeing it exactly where we left it. The middle income deciles
or quantiles never go anywhere.
 But a useful definition must go beyond relative position in
space, whatever this space may be
 Problem is, we do not have a theory of the middle class. Just
very thin descriptive narratives (Banergee and Duflo, 2008)

The origins of the middle
class

 So where did we get the middle class from to begin with?
 Interestingly enough, we actually have a very simple and
straightforward answer to this question.
 From Churchill and FDR.
 When?
 Right around the end of WWII
 Why?
 They were desperate to save the world from the recession
of the 1930s and the devastation of WWII
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The Five Giants


 The Five Giant challenges for human modern society:
squalor, ignorance, want, idleness, and disease
 For which Lord Beveridge designed a structure of property
rights and privileges that he convinced not just Churchill to
give his famous March 21 1943 ‘After the War’ Speech,
followed very closely by FDR ‘New Deal’ Speech.
 Together, the two established the structure of the western
global market for the next four decade or so.
 This structure literally created the middle class as we know
it today, protecting its right to cheap housing, health
insurance, pension, fair wages and cheap education.
 Below we illustrate how useful it is to define the middle
class in these terms as of today

The Structure of the Middle Class
and why it Matters



An Economic Theory of
Social Classes

Economic
Endowment

Values, Norms, and
Aspirations

Behaviors
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The Poor


Endowment = Hard unskilled labor
Hence, they sell their labor.
 But they cannot borrow money to manage
peaks/troughs
Therefore they cannot accumulate wealth
Values = submissive acceptance of their fate
Aspiration = to live the day or the month through
Policy preferences = favor welfare transfers to help
them get by

The Middle Class


 Endowment = some capital (mostly human capital)
 Hence, they sell their labor, but they can borrow money to
manage peaks/troughs, and can accumulate capital
 Values = hard work, thrift, investment in HC/education
 Aspiration = “middle class bundle”: house, car, vacations,
education, retirement, healthcare.
 Policy preferences = favor public goods, such as parks, schools
 Subsidized Higher education; Sustainable Development; Long
Term Saving; Health care, Labor Benefits and Pensions.

The Rich


 Endowment: Wealth of assets.
 They borrow at close to risk-free rates to live off
market investment opportunities.
 Values: conserve entrenched privilege. Aspiration =
the “middle class bundle” (house, car, vacations,
retirement, healthcare, etc.)
 Policy preferences = Their derived public policy
preferences are to secure their wealth and reduce
taxes by opposing public goods and maximize
privatized gains.

The Heart of the Matter

 Following the previous great depression government
in all OECD Countries implemented what we have
come to term the welfare state that served pretty
much as the world leading economies structure
between 1950 to 1990.
 This market structure that was best articulated,
probably in the writings of Lord Beveridge in his
famous report that is often seen as the founding
document of the welfare state

And then there were none


 Lord Beveridge designed a structure of property rights and
privileges to combat the five Giant challenges for human modern
society: squalor, ignorance, want, idleness and disease.
 Churchill and FDR implemented this structure of modern
economies that held steady for the next four decade.
 It was dismantled by a much lesser known, but just as influential
economist by the name of Murray Weidenbaum, the Chief
Economic Adviser to Ronald Regan in the 1980s. It crossed the
ocean again to the Thatcher administration.
 The neo liberal agenda informed the government to get out of the
game and the middle class was doomed forever, having played
such an important role in dismantling the very privileges that
protected it for so long.

Small Transition Economies
*Past*



 When the small transition economies in central Europe and the Caucasus
were redesigned following the fall of the Soviet Union, the two driving
directives guiding the leaders and social and economic planners were:
 Democracy
 Free Markets
 Both are problematic designs. History teaches us that Democracy takes a
long and tedious historical process to adopt to. Then, even mature
democracies of today are struggling to make it work for reasons that are
well understood but often ignored.
 The Free market has failed many transition economies for two well
understood reasons: the free market does a terrible job at keeping
inequalities at check and the free market requires very sophisticated
structural mechanisms that many transition economies simply do not have

Small Transition Economies
*Present*



Source: Figure 5 in “Income and Inequality and Employment Report
Before and After the Great Recession” Eurofound (2017), Income inequalities and
employment patterns in Europe before and after the Great Recession, Publications
Office of the European Union, Luxembourg.
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Source: Figure 6 in “Income and Inequality and Employment Report
Before and After the Great Recession” Eurofound (2017), Income inequalities and
employment patterns in Europe before and after the Great Recession, Publications
Office of the European Union, Luxembourg.
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Source: Figure 8 in “Income and Inequality and Employment Report
Before and After the Great Recession” Eurofound (2017), Income inequalities and
employment patterns in Europe before and after the Great Recession, Publications
Office of the European Union, Luxembourg.
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Source: Figure 27:Change in size of middle-income class, 2008–2014, and decomposition of change by income class of
destination (percentage points) in “Income and Inequality and Employment Report Before and After the Great
Recession” Eurofound (2017), Income inequalities and employment patterns in Europe before and after the Great Recession,
Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg.
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Source: Iryna Sychyk in the Euromonitor International, April 8th, 2017

Small Transition Economies
*Future*



 Small Transition Economies are uniquely placed to find the new
model that may work for them. They must listed less to the free
market and democracy advisers… we all know better than that
 In this model, the decision makers must decide who will be the force
of economic growth – It does not have to be the middle class, but
someone has to decide who it may be and come up with the theory of
why would it work to boost and then sustain economic growth
because we have run out of engines for economic growth.
 And then, what will the mechanism of redistribution be so that some
reasonable levels of asset and income inequality be sustained.
 High levels of inequality are a burden on economic and social
prosperity and no economy can grow without a growth mechanism.

And on this happy note


😀😀

